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DIPS: Dual-interface Dual-pipeline Scheduling for
Energy-efficient Multi-hop Communications in IoT
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Abstract—The future Internet of Things (IoT) will enable In-
ternet connectivity for a vast amount of battery-powered devices,
which usually need to communicate with each other or to some
remote gateways through multi-hop communications. Although
ZigBee has become a widely-used communication technology
in IoT, Wi-Fi, on the other hand, has its unique advantages
such as high throughput and native IP compatibility, despite its
potentially higher energy consumption. With the development of
IoT, more and more IoT devices are equipped with multiple
radio interfaces, such as both Wi-Fi and ZigBee. Inspired
by this, we propose a Dual-Interface Dual-Pipeline Scheduling
(DIPS) scheme, which leverages an activation pipeline mainly
constructed by low-power ZigBee interfaces to wake up a data
pipeline constructed by high-power Wi-Fi interfaces on demand,
towards enabling multi-hop data delivery in IoT. The objective
is to minimize network energy consumption while satisfying
certain end-to-end delay requirements. Extensive simulations and
prototype-based experiments have been conducted. The results
show that the energy consumption of DIPS is 96.5% and 92.8%
lower than that of the IEEE 802.11’s standard power saving
scheme and a state-of-the-art pipeline-based scheme in moderate
traffic scenarios, respectively.

Index Terms—IoT, energy efficiency, dual radio, pipeline.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the Internet of Things (IoT), a wide variety of devices,
such as entertainment electronics, health appliances, wear-

able gadgets and industrial sensors, are powered by batteries,
and need to wirelessly communicate with each other or some
remote IoT gateways through multi-hop communications. To
realize this, many wireless technologies can be employed. On
one hand, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (or ZigBee) has been
proposed and widely used for home and building automation,
smart metering and IoT in general, due to its low-cost and low-
power features. On the other hand, the IEEE 802.11 standard
(or Wi-Fi) dominates the present-day consumer electronics
fields because of its high data rate and long communication
range. Any IoT device that connects to smartphones, tablets,
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digital cameras, TVs and PCs would benefit from Wi-Fi
connectivity for reliability and high throughput. The economic
gains of reusing the existing Wi-Fi infrastructure drive and
facilitate faster deployment with Wi-Fi than other competing
technologies. More importantly, Wi-Fi has the advantage of
native compatibility with IP, which is the key for IoT com-
munications [1]. The feasibility of connecting battery powered
sensors to the IoT using off-the-shelf Wi-Fi chips has already
been demonstrated in [2], [3]. Nevertheless, due to its energy-
hungry nature, Wi-Fi is often not recommended for short range
multi-hop communications in IoT.

To improve the energy efficiency of multi-hop networks
based on Wi-Fi, numerous protocols have been proposed.
Generally, they can be classified into two categories: syn-
chronous approaches and asynchronous approaches. The IEEE
802.11 DCF standard specifies a power saving management
(PSM), which is the most widely studied synchronous ap-
proach. The basic idea is to let all nodes wake up every
certain time interval, called beacon interval or BI, to exchange
beacon frames for time synchronization and then ATIM (Ad-
hoc Traffic Indication Message) frames to announce possible
incoming data packets to the receivers. To further improve
the performance of PSM, lots of protocols [1], [4]–[6] have
been proposed by using some heuristics to adjust the behaviors
of PSM (e.g., modifying ATIM frame, rescheduling beacon
frame, turning on/off PSM on demand, etc.). The basic idea
in asynchronous approaches [7]–[10] is to let the device that
has no outgoing packets stay asleep as long as possible, while
periodically waking up to send beacon frames to announce its
availability for receiving incoming packets. Hence, low latency
requires high wakeup frequency and thus more energy.

Although these approaches can greatly reduce power con-
sumption on using Wi-Fi, they also suffer the problem of
high data delivery delay, which is a significant barrier to use
Wi-Fi in long-term but time-sensitive IoT applications such
as environmental surveillance, localization and tracking, and
intrusion detection. The fundamental reason is that a Wi-
Fi radio must perform high-power idle listening (comparable
to transmission and reception [9]) continuously in order to
prepare for unpredictable incoming traffic, which renders a
dilemma that more (less) frequent wake-up of Wi-Fi interface
results in shorter (longer) delay but higher (lower) energy
consumption. This dilemma has driven recent research on
leveraging co-located ZigBee or Bluetooth interface to assist
Wi-Fi transmission [11]–[14].

Unfortunately, most of existing dual-interface schemes fo-
cus on centralized, single-hop WLANs, and their transmission
coordination mechanisms must be accomplished directly be-
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tween data source and destination. Moreover, network traffic
investigated in these schemes is more uniform among different
devices. Such a traffic pattern is unrealistic for multi-hop
networks with dynamic traffic over multiple data flows, where
conflicts/contentions may occur. Furthermore, the unreliability
of ZigBee communications has also become an obstacle to
achieve efficient multi-hop communications, which has not
been appropriately tackled in existing dual-interface schemes.
As a result, these limitations make existing schemes inappli-
cable to achieving low-energy and low-delay multi-hop data
delivery in IoT.

To address the above issues, we propose a Dual-Interface
Dual-Pipeline Scheduling (DIPS) scheme, aiming to minimize
the overall network energy consumption for multi-hop com-
munications in IoT while satisfying stringent end-to-end delay
requirements. The design of DIPS follows the basic paradigm
of leveraging the control flow managed by the low-power
ZigBee radios to dynamically schedule the high-power Wi-
Fi radios for delivering data flows generated by IoT devices,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Following this paradigm, DIPS adopts
the below key ideas: (i) low-power ZigBee radios are utilized
to construct an activation pipeline to wake up high-power Wi-
Fi radios for on-demand data delivery; (ii) the Wi-Fi radios
of all devices on the same flow are waken up in a pipelined
manner to form a data pipeline for fast and energy-efficient
multi-hop data delivery; (iii) the reliable Wi-Fi radios are
used when necessary to assist unreliable ZigBee radios for
prompt activation of data pipeline and thus delay-bounded
data delivery. Particularly, the DIPS framework is equally
applicable to other IoT systems, in which high-power Wi-
Fi interface co-exists with other low-power interface such as
Bluetooth and Z-Wave [15]. In this paper, we only investigate
the pipeline scheduling of Wi-Fi and ZigBee.
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Fig. 1: A dual-interface paradigm for multi-hop communica-
tions in IoT with Wi-Fi enabled.

Several pipeline scheduling techniques [16]–[18] have al-
ready been proposed for energy-efficient and low-latency data
delivery in wireless sensor networks, where sensor nodes
usually form a tree rooted at the sink and the nodes along the
path between a leaf node and the sink deliver data packets in a
pipeline manner using their ZigBee interfaces. However, these
techniques cannot be applied to multi-hop communications in
IoT, where there may exist multiple destination nodes and the
potential high data traffic needs to be handled by high-rate
interface like Wi-Fi.

The major design challenges in DIPS appear from the
following aspects. Due to the unreliable nature of ZigBee
channel, ZigBee control frames may get lost, which requires
joint scheduling of the wake-up behaviors of Wi-Fi and ZigBee

interfaces, in order to satisfy the end-to-end requirements of
various IoT applications. This, combined with the fact that
there may exist multiple data flows intertwined with each
other and causing collisions/contentions at some intersection
nodes, makes the minimization of energy consumption pretty
challenging. Besides, unlike the traditional pipeline scheduling
schemes where there is only one type of pipeline formed by
one type of interface, DISP deals with two heterogeneous
interfaces, which collaborate with each other on two different
types of pipelines.

The performance of DIPS has been evaluated in large-
scale networks via extensive simulations. The results show
that DIPS can effectively reduce network energy consumption
in a wide range of scenarios. In addition, a prototype system
with 10 dual-radio IoT devices has been built to evaluate
the performance of DIPS in practical scenarios. The results
have demonstrated that the energy consumption of DIPS is
96.5% and 92.8% lower than that of PSM and a state-of-the-
art scheme in moderate traffic scenarios, respectively.

The key contributions of this work are listed below.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

on studying the dual-interface pipeline scheduling prob-
lem in IoT context. The unique end-to-end delay and
energy consumption models have been formalized and
thoroughly analyzed.

• The proposed technique can not only construct novel
activation and data pipelines for delay-guaranteed data
delivery, but also adjust the usage of Wi-Fi and Zig-
Bee interfaces for high energy efficiency under different
channel conditions. The guaranteed performance of low
energy and low delay on data delivery make the proposed
scheme suitable for a wide range of IoT applications.

• The proposed scheme has been implemented and exten-
sively evaluated in both simulation and testbed experi-
ments, through which the effectiveness and the efficiency
of the proposed scheme have been verified.

In the rest of the paper, Section II first summarizes the
related work. Then, Section III presents the preliminaries.
Next, Section IV conducts theoretical analysis. Based on the
guidelines obtained in Section IV, a practical design of DIPS
is described in Section V. The results of simulations and
prototype implementation are reported in Sections VI and VII,
respectively. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the existing techniques that can be
used for energy-efficient multi-hop communications in Wi-Fi
enabled IoT, each followed by a comparison with our proposed
DIPS scheme. Finally, a brief summary of these techniques is
given to highlight the unique features of DIPS.

A. PSM Schemes

1) Non-pipelined PSM: The IEEE 802.11power saving
management (PSM), adopting a proactive wake-up strategy,
has been standardized for ad hoc mode. The key idea is
to let all nodes wake up every certain time interval, called
beacon interval or BI, to exchange beacon frames for time
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TABLE I: Comparison among different schemes

Scheduling method Wi-Fi wake-up strategy Energy efficiency End-to-end latency Adaptability Cost Reusability
Non-pipelined PSM Synchronous Proactive Low High Mid Low Yes

Pipelined PSM Synchronous Proactive Mid Low Mid Mid Yes
Multi-channel Scheduling Synchronous Reactive Mid Mid High High No

Energy-efficient MAC Asynchronous Proactive Mid Mid Low Mid No
Wake-up Receiver Asynchronous Reactive High Mid High High No

Cross-interface Approach Synchronous Reactive High High High Low Yes
DIPS Synchronous Reactive High Low High Low Yes

synchronization and then ATIM (Ad-hoc Traffic Indication
Message) frames to announce possible incoming data packets
to the receivers. Although the standard PSM has the ad-
vantages of flexibility and simplicity, its energy efficiency
varies significantly in different traffic scenarios. To improve
the performance of PSM, a large amount of research [4]–
[6] has been conducted. Basically, they share the common
idea of minimizing the node’s time spent in idly listening by
adopting certain mechanisms (e.g,. rescheduling beacon frame,
modifying ATIM frame, changing the length of ATIM window,
etc.) and put nodes into asleep mode as much as possible.
However, it has been shown that going into the asleep mode
too early may increase link delay, which eventually leads to
even longer end-to-end delay [1].

2) Pipelined PSM: Based on the idea of forwarding ATIM
frames along multiple hops in a single BI [19], MH-PSM [1]
has been proposed to enable low-latency multi-hop data de-
livery in IoT. However, as we have found in our experiments,
the energy efficiency of such pipelined PSM scheme is still
limited especially in low-traffic scenarios, though it can deliver
a very low end-to-end delay. The main reason is that MH-PSM
is built on top of the proactive PSM and thus it has to wake
up high-power Wi-Fi interface periodically even if there is no
incoming traffic.

Compared with the above PSM-based schemes, DIPS is
essentially a reactive wake-up scheme, which can wake up
Wi-Fi interface on demand of current traffic. Thus, DIPS has
the advantage of being able to adapt to traffic dynamics, which
makes it applicable to a wider range of IoT applications.

B. Multi-channel Scheduling

Several multi-channel scheduling schemes [8], [10] have
been proposed to improve the energy efficiency for multi-
hop networks through using one channel for controlling while
another channels for data transmission. By sacrificing extra
frequency bands, they allow the nodes to wake up on demand
for data transmission. Such reactive schemes can avoid the
unnecessary periodical wake-up that inherently exists in proac-
tive schemes and thereby improves energy efficiency. Although
DIPS shares the similar idea of using a secondary channel for
controlling, it leverages the already-existing and lower-power
ZigBee interface and thus can deliver higher energy efficiency.

C. Energy-efficient MAC Protocols

Many MAC protocols [7], [9], [20] have been designed for
energy-efficient multi-hop communications. The core idea is
to let the device that has no outgoing packets stay asleep as
long as possible, while periodically waking up to send beacon

frames to announce its availability for receiving data packets.
However, their energy efficiency is limited because of frequent
wake-ups for transmitting beacon frames. To reduce energy
consumption, nodes need to wake up less frequently, which
can lead to larger end-to-end delay. Unlike these approaches,
DIPS can carefully trade off between energy and end-to-end
delay, which makes it suitable for more IoT applications.

D. Wake-up Receiver Solutions
Originally designed for power saving in wireless sensor

networks, wake-up receiver, a low-power radio, has been
also developed for energy-efficient WLAN [21]–[23]. In such
wake-up receiver equipped WLANs, each access point (AP) is
equipped with a wake-up receiver, which can detect wake-up
signals transmitted by stations and wakes up the main Wi-Fi
radio of the AP for data transmission. Although the above
approaches can be used to achieve energy-efficient and low-
latency multi-hop communications in a similar way, an extra
wake-up receiver needs to be installed in each IoT device,
which is costly [21]. In contrast, DIPS relies on an independent
ZigBee interface that has already been widely used in IoT and
continuously supported by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (which
can also work with 6LoWPAN to enable the IPv6 on energy-
constrained IoT devices [24]). The reuse of the existing Wi-Fi
and ZigBee standards offers key cost savings and can facilitate
the faster deployment of our proposed dual-interface system
for multi-hop communications in IoT.

E. Cross-interface Approaches
Recent research has been conducted to utilize co-located

interfaces to assist Wi-Fi data transmission, called cross-
interface approaches. Blue-Fi [25] and CONET [13] leverage
co-located Bluetooth to improve energy efficiency of WLANs.
ZiFi [26] has been designed to use ZigBee interfaces to detect
the existence of WLANs. WiZi-Cloud protocols [14] make use
of Wi-Fi and ZigBee interfaces on smartphones and access
points to realize energy-efficient, ubiquitous, real-time intra-
device/inter-AP handover. ZPSM [12] has been proposed to
use low-power ZigBee radio to wake up high-power Wi-Fi
radio on demand of current traffic for improved energy effi-
ciency in WLANs. Since these schemes are mainly designed
for power saving, their latencies are relatively long and thus
unsuitable for multi-hop communications. Although DIPS is
also a cross-interface scheme, it aims at the optimization
of energy efficiency with end-to-end delay requirements for
multi-hop communications in IoT. Moreover, DIPS first adopts
the pipeline scheduling mechanism of low end-to-end latency
in dual-interface context, which technically differs from the
previous work.
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F. Summary

To highlight the difference among the above-discussed
schemes, we briefly summarize their key features in Table I.
Since DIPS is a pipelined cross-interface scheme, it naturally
inherits the advantages of both pipelined schemes and cross-
interface approaches. Consequently, as shown in the table, it is
the only one that can achieve high energy efficiency and low
end-to-end latency simultaneously while possessing several
advantages of reusability, adaptability and low costs.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model

In this paper, we consider a multi-hop network of IoT
devices, which are time synchronized with each other. Each
IoT device (called node hereafter) has both Wi-Fi (IEEE
802.11) and ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) interfaces. When a node
needs to communicate with another node, a routing protocol
may be employed to set up a route between them. The data
delivery along a route is referred to as a data flow. A data flow
fj has a desired end-to-end delay bound (denoted by De2e

j ),
which requires that the time elapse from the arrival of the
packet at the source node to the reception of the packet at its
destination node is no more than De2e

j .

B. Design Objective

The design objective is to jointly schedule the duty cycles
of both Wi-Fi and ZigBee interfaces of all nodes so as to
minimize the network energy consumption while satisfying the
end-to-end data delivery delay requirements of all flows. The
network energy consumption is defined as: the total energy
consumption (including both Wi-Fi and ZigBee) of all nodes
divided by the total number of data packets received by
all destination nodes in the network. Particularly, the lower
(higher) the network energy consumption, the higher (lower)
the energy efficiency. The end-to-end data delivery delay
requirement of a flow is defined as: the delay meet ratio, which
is the ratio of the number of data packets that meet delivery
deadlines to the number of packets transmitted by the source
node, stays above a certain large value.

C. Design Framework

In our system, there are two types of pipelines: data pipeline
(DP) for delivering data packets and activation pipeline (AP)
for delivering activation frames to activate an upcoming DP, as
shown in Fig. 2. Each node vi wakes up every certain interval,
called AP interval (denoted by IAP ). At each wake-up, node
vi stays awake for a certain duration, which contains two slots
of equal length (denoted by τ ), called wake-up slots. The first
slot is used for receiving activation frames and called rx-slot,
while the second slot is used for transmitting activation frames
and called tx-slot. An activation pipeline is formed by letting
any node vi wake up one wake-up slot earlier than its next-
hop node vi+1 on the same data flow. In addition, nodes vi
and vi+1 shall communicate using the same radio interface
(either Wi-Fi or ZigBee, but not both) during their wake-up
slots. To save energy, a node can only use its Wi-Fi interface

to deliver activation frames every certain interval, which is
called w-interval. For the rest time, the ZigBee interface is
used. For example, the w-interval of link (vi, vi+1) for flow
fj , denoted by wi,i+1|j , is 3 in Fig. 2.
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Activation Frame
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Duty Cycle of AP

Tx-slot Rx-slot

time
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Fig. 2: System framework

The activation process on flow fj works as follows. When
a data packet arrives at source node v0, v0 generates an
activation frame, which is sent to its next-hop node at the
next immediate tx-slot. Upon receiving the activation frame,
node vi forwards it to node vi+1 at the next tx-slot. Note that
the length of a wake-up slot is set to the time to transmit
an activation frame and the corresponding ACK via ZigBee
interface. If the transmission fails, the node retries at the
next tx-slot. This process continues until the activation frame
successfully reaches the destination node. After generating
the activation frame, the source node also conducts a certain
backoff, which is called pipelining backoff and denoted by bj .
After such a backoff period, all nodes on the flow are awake
to form a data pipeline, and the source node can transmit the
buffered data packets over the DP. The data packets can then
be delivered to the destination promptly.

D. Design Principles

To achieve the design objective, our design follows two
principles.

Principle I – On-demand pipeline activation with maxi-
mized data buffering. With the help of ZigBee interface, APs
are formed to dynamically activate asleep Wi-Fi interfaces to
form DPs for end-to-end data delivery on demand of current
traffic. Besides, to make efficient use of DP, the pipelining
backoff should be maximized in order to allow more data
packets to be buffered and then delivered through a single DP,
as long as the end-to-end delay requirement is satisfied. With
the above, energy efficiency of data delivery can be optimized.

Principle II – Adaptive interface scheduling. With the
help of Wi-Fi interface, the node in a certain area, where the
link quality of ZigBee is low, can temporarily leverage its Wi-
Fi interface to take over the activation task. Particularly, by
shortening w-interval (i.e., using high-power Wi-Fi interface
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more often and low-power ZigBee interface less frequently),
the end-to-end delay of the activation process can be lowered
by sacrificing more energy. With this strategy, the end-to-end
delay requirements can be guaranteed.

Therefore, to achieve our design objective, the value of w-
interval and pipelining backoff should be appropriately chosen
for AP and DP, respectively.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the end-to-end delay and energy
consumption given the system model described in Section III.

A. Problem Definition and Assumptions

In the network, there is a set F of flows. Each flow fj ∈ F
is defined as fj = {v0, v1, v2, · · · , vi, · · · , vnj}, where vi is the
ith node following the source node v0 and nj is the number
of links on flow fj . The schedule of AP and DP are defined as
SAP = {wi,i+1|j |∀vi ∈ fj , ∀fj ∈ F} and SDP = {bj |∀fj ∈
F}, respectively. The problem to be solved in our proposed
system is how to schedule SAP and SDP jointly so as to
minimize the network energy consumption while satisfying
the end-to-end delay requirements of all flows.

The following assumptions are made in our analysis, though
our practical design to be presented later is not restricted to
these assumptions.

• Ideal Wi-Fi channel conditions (no data packet loss) are
assumed. The packet delay due to contention is either
negligible or constant.

• Data packet generation follows the Poisson distribution.
The size of all data packets is the same.

• The system is not saturated and no packet is dropped
due to overflow of queue. Thus, buffered packets will be
eventually transmitted along DP.

The notations frequently used are listed in Table II.

TABLE II: NOTATION TABLE

F the set of all flows in the network
Fi the set of all flows that pass node vi
wi,i+1|j the w-interval of link (vi, vi+1) on flow fj
xi,i+1|j the probability that link (vi, vi+1) uses

ZigBee interfaces to transmit activation frames on flow fj
pi,i+1|j the probability that node vi successfully transmits an activation

frame to node vi+1 on flow fj via their ZigBee interfaces
Ωi,i+1|j the probability that the transmission of activation frame on flow fj

does not conflict with any other flows passing node vi ∈ fj
Ni,i+1|j the expected number of transmissions (EXT) for

delivering an activation frame over link (vi, vi+1) on flow fj
λj the packet arrival rate of the source node of flow fj
De2e

j the required end-to-end delay bound of flow fj
bj the length of pipelining backoff of flow fj
mj the length of DP contention window for flow fj
nj the number of links on flow fj
IAP the length of an AP interval
τ the length of a wake-up slot

B. End-to-end Delay

Once an activation process has been completed, the end-to-
end data delivery delay is mainly determined by the pipelining
backoff and the actual delivery delay over the DP. We can
analyze the end-to-end delay using the model in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Analysis model

If we assume the source node should wait at most one AP
interval before launching the activation process, and let dDP

j

represent the time period to complete the data transmission
process over DP, the end-to-end delay on flow fj (i.e., t5−t1),
denoted by de2ej , should be constrained by de2ej = IAP + bj +
dDP
j 6 De2e

j . Here, dDP
j is called DP delay, which is affected

by contentions on using Wi-Fi interfaces when nodes on flow
fj deliver data for different flows. Therefore, each flow fj shall
reserve a window (e.g., the gray area), called DP contention
window and denoted by mj , as a temporal buffer to resolve
such inter-flow contentions and thus meet the data delivery
deadline (e.g., time t6). This requires de2ej + mj 6 De2e

j .
Putting the above together, we can get

D
e2e
j − mj 6 d

e2e
j = I

AP
+ bj + d

DP
j 6 D

e2e
j . (1)

From the above, we can see that it is critical to understand
dDP
j in order to choose an appropriate value of bj and set

proper contention window mj to ensure that de2ej can satisfy
the end-to-end delay requirements.

In the following, we analyze DP delay in details to obtain
guidelines for choosing SDP in practical design of DIPS.

1) DP Delay: In our analysis, data packet arrival is modeled
as Poisson process, where λj is the packet arrival rate of flow
fj . During a DP interval, which is the time period between any
two consecutive DPs on flow fj (denoted by IDP

j ), there are
λjI

DP
j data packets buffered at source node v0. Thus, node

vi takes λjI
DP
j · Tw

D/A time to transmit all buffered packets
to its next-hop node, where Tw

D/A is the turnaround time for
delivering a single packet via Wi-Fi. In additional to flow fj ,
node vi may also need to transmit the data packets generated
by other passing flows, causing inter-flow contention and thus
introducing some extra delay. Let Fi be the set of flows that
pass node vi, the probability that the data delivery on flow fj
occurs concurrently along with any other flow fk ∈ Fi−{fj}
can be computed as (λkI

DP
k · Tw

D/A)/I
DP
k = λkT

w
D/A. The

expected number of data packets on flow fk that contend with
flow fj is λkI

DP
k · λkT

w
D/A = λ2

kI
DP
k · Tw

D/A. Thereby, the
extra contention delay over link (vi, vi+1) on flow fj , denoted
by d̂i,i+1|j , is constrained by

d̂i,i+1|j 6
∑

fk∈Fi−{fj}

(λkT
w
D/A)

2
I
DP
k . (2)

By accumulating d̂i,i+1|j for all links on flow fj , we can get

d
DP
j = njλjI

DP
j · Tw

D/A +

nj−1∑
i=0

d̂i,i+1|j . (3)
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2) Guidelines for Choosing SDP : In order to buffer more
data packets and make efficient use of the pipelined delivery,
we always back off bj period of time to start DP (at time
t3), such that the buffered packets of flow fj (λjI

DP
j packets

in total) can arrive at the destination node right after the
beginning of DP contention window (at time t4), assuming no
inter-flow contention (i.e., dDP

j = njλjI
DP
j ·Tw

D/A). However,
in practice, data packets could arrive at any time within the
DP contention window due to inter-flow contentions. Thus, we
can have bj = De2e

j − IAP − dDP
j − mj . As we model the

packet arrival as Poisson process, IDP
j = 1/λj + IAP + bj .

Combining the above, we obtain the following guideline for
choosing SDP .

GUIDELINE 1: Given mj , we can compute bj (i.e., SDP )
as

bj =
De2e

j − IAP − mj − (IAP + 1
λj

)njλjT
w
D/A

1 + njλjTw
D/A

. (4)

Thus, bj is determined by mj .

C. Energy Consumption

As energy overheads for data transmission are mainly
from activation processes, we further analyze the energy
consumption when transmitting activation frames over APs.
Particularly, for any flow fj , it is desired that the activation
process completes right before the DP contention window
(at time t4 in Fig. 3), indicating the maximized utilization
of their ZigBee interfaces and thus minimized overall energy
consumption for flow fj . This gives the following optimization
condition on energy consumption

I
AP

+ d
AP
j = D

e2e
j − mj , (5)

where dAP
j (called AP delay) is the time to complete the

activation process over AP. Moreover, by presuming that DP
contention window mj is large enough to handle inter-flow
contention among DPs, the above condition can simultane-
ously ensure end-to-end delay requirements.

In the following, we conduct detailed analysis on AP delay
to make a practical transformation of the above dual-purpose
condition. Then, constrained by the transformed condition, an
optimization problem on energy consumption is then formu-
lated to guide the scheduling of SAP (i.e., wi,i+1|j).

1) AP Delay: To complete an activation process, one ac-
tivation pipeline should be used at least, which takes njτ
time. However, in practice, activation frames may get lost due
to poor ZigBee link quality or the conflicts with concurrent
transmission of activation frames on other flows (called inter-
flow conflicts). As described before, if an activation frame gets
lost, it will be retransmitted in the next AP, thus introducing
extra delay. Specifically, the number of extra APs caused
by the retransmission of activation frames on flow fj can
be computed as ⌊

∑nj−1
i=0 (Ni,i+1|j − 1)⌋, where Ni,i+1|j is

the expected number of transmissions (EXT) of activation
frame that occur over any link (vi, vi+1). By modeling frame
transmission as Geometric distribution and assuming ideal Wi-
Fi channel conditions, we can get

Ni,i+1|j =
1

[xi,i+1|j · pi,i+1|j + (1 − xi,i+1|j) · 1] · Ωi,i+1|j
, (6)

where xi,i+1|j is the probability that node vi and vi+1 use
their ZigBee interfaces to transmit activation frame for flow
fj . Besides, to characterizing ZigBee link quality and inter-
flow conflicts, we introduce pi,i+1|j , which is the probability
that node vi successfully transmits an activation frame (i.e., the
ACK is successfully received by node vi) to its next-hop node
(i.e., node vi+1) via its ZigBee interface, and Ωi,i+1|j , which
is the probability that the transmission of activation frame on
flow fj does not conflict with any other flows that pass node
vi, respectively. Then, we can also obtain

d
AP
j = njτ + I

AP ⌊
nj−1∑
i=0

(Ni,i+1|j − 1)⌋. (7)

Rewriting the optimization condition in Eq. (5) as dAP
j =

De2e
j − mj − IAP and combining it with Eq. (7), we can

transform the optimization condition to
nj−1∑
i=0

Ni,i+1|j =
De2e

j − mj − njτ

IAP
+ nj − 1 = N

opt
j , (8)

where Nopt
j is the optimum total number of EXTs for all links

on flow fj . Practically speaking, it is the total number of EXTs
allowed between the beginning of activation (at time t2) and
the beginning of the DP contention window (at time t4).

2) Guidelines for Choosing SAP : The above condition can
only reveal the overall optimal behavior of an entire flow by
constraining the total number of EXTs of all links on the flow.
To obtain deeper insights for optimizing the wake-up behavior
of each individual link, we further characterize the overall
utilization of the ZigBee interfaces of all nodes on flow fj ,
denoted by zj , as

∑nj−1
i=0 xi,i+1|j (i.e., the expected number

of nodes using the ZigBee interface in one AP interval). Then,
for any flow fj , we can obtain the optimization problem
of maximizing zj while constrained by (i) Eq. (8) and (ii)
0 6 xi,i+1|j 6 1, ∀(vi, vi+1) ∈ fj .

By removing the latter constraint, the problem can be
relaxed and then solved using Lagrange multiplier, from
which we can obtain that zj is maximized when each link
(vi, vi+1) on flow fj has Ni,i+1|j that is proportional to
1/
√
(1− pi,i+1|j)Ωi,i+1|j and the sum of EXT of all links

is Nopt
j . Intuitively, given no inter-flow conflicts (with prob-

ability of Ωi,i+1|j), the link with lower ZigBee link quality
pi,i+1|j is expected to have a smaller expected EXT and thus
a shorter w-interval to increase the wake-up frequency of Wi-
Fi interface.

Following the above results, we define an expected EXT
N̄i,i+1|j for each link (vi, vi+1) on flow fj as follows.

Ni,i+1|j 6 N̄i,i+1|j = N
opt
j ·

ηi,i+1|j∑nj−1

k=0 ηk,k+1|j

, (9)

where ηi,i+1|j , called link transmission share, represents link
(vi, vi+1)’s share of Nopt

j among all links on flow fj and it is
set to 1/

√
(1− pi,i+1|j)Ωi,i+1|j . As long as Ni,i+1|j does not

exceed N̄i,i+1|j on each link, we can ensure
∑nj−1

i=0 Ni,i+1|j 6
Nopt

j and thus the end-to-end delay requirements. Further-
more, according to Eq. (6), Ni,i+1|j is a function of xi,i+1|j ,
which can be computed as 1− 1

wi,i+1|j
. Hence, we can obtain

the following guideline for choosing SAP .
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GUIDELINE 2: To minimize energy consumption while
satisfying end-to-end delay requirements, we should maximize
wi,i+1|j (i.e., SAP ) as long as the resulting Ni,i+1|j is no
greater than the allocated N̄i,i+1|j . Thus, wi,i+1|j is deter-
mined by N̄i,i+1|j .

V. PRACTICAL DESIGN

Based on Guideline 1 and 2, we can know that SDP (i.e., bj)
and SAP (i.e., wi,i+1|j) are determined by mj and N̄i,i+1|j ,
respectively. Thus, DIPS is designed to dynamically adjust mj

and N̄i,i+1|j , such that the optimal schedule of SDP and SAP

can be obtained in a lightweight manner.

Source

Dynamic Schedule 
Adjustment

Pipeline 
Initialization

Local Pipeline 
Scheduling

Ni,i�1|j→wi,i�1|j

Local Pipeline 
Scheduling

Ni,i�1|j→wi,i�1|j

mj→bj	

Flow-wide 
Pipeline 

Scheduling

INFO→mj,	Ni,i�1|j

INFO INFO

Ni,i�1|j

mj

Ni,i�1|j

mj

Node i Destination

... ...

Periodic Information Collection

On-demand Schedule Adjustment

Initialization

Fig. 4: Design overview

The adjustment process is depicted in Fig. 4 and can be
briefly summarized as follows. Once a flow fj is set up,
the source node launches pipeline initialization to help the
destination node collect flow information and initialize mj and
N̄i,i+1|j (thus bj and wi,i+1|j as well). As the network runs,
each node vi on flow fj executes local pipeline scheduling
to continuously adjust wi,i+1|j against time-varying ZigBee
link quality and inter-flow conflict/contention, according to its
allocated N̄i,i+1|j . When the destination node learns that the
current schedule cannot optimize the performance of flow fj ,
it launches flow-wide pipeline scheduling to recompute mj and
reallocate N̄i,i+1|j , consequently causing the adjustment of bj
and wi,i+1|j , respectively.

A. Pipeline Initialization

Initially, all nodes turn on their ZigBee interfaces. When
a node needs to communicate with another node, a routing
protocol may be employed to find out a route between
them. Once a route has been found for flow fj , the source
node sends an initialization request message along the flow.
Upon receiving the request, each node vi piggybacks its
estimated ZigBee link quality pi,i+1|j and extra contention
delay d̂i,i+1|j , and forwards the request. Here, d̂i,i+1|j =∑

fk∈Fi−{fj}(λkT
w
D/A)

2(De2e
k + 1/λk) according to Eq. (2),

where IDP
k is conservatively selected as De2e

k + 1/λk.
Once the destination node wakes up and receives the

initialization request, it can compute mj and N̄i,i+1|j as
follows. To ensure the end-to-end delay bound, mj is set to its
maximum value mmax

j , which is computed as
∑nj−1

i=0 d̂i,i+1|j .
Following the guidelines given by Eq. (9), N̄i,i+1|j for each
link (vi, vi+1) on flow fj can be allocated to node vi using

Alg. 1, which is a flow-wide scheduling algorithm to be
elaborated in Section V-C.

Finally, the initial scheduling information (i.e., mj and
N̄i,i+1|j) is propagated backwards along the flow. Upon re-
ceiving this information, node vi chooses wi,i+1|j locally
according to the local pipeline scheduling algorithm to be
presented in Section V-B2. Besides, the source node computes
pipeline backoff bj by Eq. (4).

B. Local Pipeline Scheduling

When network conditions vary, Ni,i+1|j may change, caus-
ing low energy efficiency or low delay meet ratio. To optimize
the system performance, a scheduling scheme is designed to
adjust wi,i+1|j and thus Ni,i+1|j at each node.

1) Estimating Actual EXT: To estimate Ni,i+1|j , we need to
measure inter-flow conflicts. To do so, each node vi maintains
a conflict table, which records the conflict rate (denoted by
ĉzi|j) between flow fj and all other passing flows in Fi−{fj}
on ZigBee channel. Briefly, ĉzi|j is estimated as the percentage
of the active wake-up slots (tx-slots or rx-slots) of flow fj
most-recently occupied by all other flows in Fi − {fj} for
ZigBee transmissions/receptions during a certain time window
(e.g., 100 active wake-up slots). Due to the relatively long
period of time for contention resolution (e.g., one wake-up
slot of 40 ms used in our evaluations), the impact of inter-
flow conflicts over Wi-Fi channel can be ignored, which can be
also seen from our experiments. Then, by inserting xi,i+1|j =
1− 1

wi,i+1|j
into Eq. (6), we can get the following simplified

version of Ni,i+1|j

Ni,i+1|j =
1

(1 − 1
wi,i+1|j

) · pi,i+1|j(1 − ĉz
i|j)(1 − ĉz

i+1|j) +
1

wi,i+1|j
· 1

,

(10)

in which (1 − ĉzi|j)(1 − ĉzi+1|j), denoted by Ωz
i,i+1|j , is the

probability that no conflicts occur at both node vi and vi+1

on ZigBee channel.
2) Adjusting W-interval: To minimize energy consumption

while ensuring link delay requirements Ni,i+1|j 6 N̄i,i+1|j ,
w-interval wi,i+1|j is adjusted as follows.

1

Adjustable Window (AW)

…
Optimal Zone (OZ)

i,i�1|j

AW/4	 AW/4	

- 1 δ															 �

Low Energy 

Efficiency

Low Delay

Meet Ratio

N i,i�1|jN i,i�1|jN i,i�1|j
-

Fig. 5: Local adjustment of w-interval

For any flow fj , node vi maintains an adjustable window
(AW), as illustrated in Fig. 5. The length of AW is set to
(N̄i,i+1|j − 1) · δ, where δ (called adjustable window ratio)
is a system parameter to control the length of AW and 0 <
δ < 1. The AW contains an optimal zone in the middle, where
Ni,i+1|j should be kept to strike a balance between energy and
delay. Particularly, when Ni,i+1|j moves to the right side of the
optimal zone, the risk of failing to ensure Ni,i+1|j 6 N̄i,i+1|j
and thus missing the end-to-end delay bound is high; when
Ni,i+1|j moves to the left side of the optimal zone, the energy
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efficiency is low because the node needs to turn on its Wi-Fi
interface frequently. In either case, we adjust the w-interval
wi,i+1|j by Eq. (10) such that the resulting Ni,i+1|j is the
middle of the optimal zone (i.e., N̄i,i+1|j−AW/2). Otherwise,
no adjustment is needed.

The detailed adjustment of wi,i+1|j works as below.

• Each node vi+1 piggybacks its monitored conflict rate
(i.e., ĉzi+1|j) in an activation ACK frame.

• Upon receiving the ACK, node vi computes the new
value of wi,i+1|j , say w′

i,i+1|j , as presented earlier. If
wi,i+1|j = w′

i,i+1|j , no adjustment is made. Otherwise,
node vi and vi+1 need to synchronize their knowledge
about the w-interval shared between them.

• To synchronize the w-interval, node vi executes the new
schedule w′

i,i+1|j without canceling the current schedule
wi,i+1|j , and sends a message to notify node vi+1 of
w′

i,i+1|j in the next immediate tx-slot. Once node vi+1

receives the message, it cancels the current w-interval
wi,i+1|j and executes w′

i,i+1|j . Later, node vi can tell
whether the update is successful or not by overhearing the
messages from node vi+1. If it succeeds, node vi cancels
wi,i+1|j and the adjustment completes. Otherwise, the
adjustment fails and node vi cancels w′

i,i+1|j .

3) Scheduling DP: To schedule the data delivery along a
DP, the source node v0 piggybacks in the activation frame the
start time tDP

j of the DP (i.e., bj time after the activation
process begins) and the expected number of buffered data
packets Bj for flow fj when it starts to transmit over the
DP (based on current estimation of data traffic at node v0).
Upon receiving the activation frame, each intermediate node
vi wakes up its Wi-Fi interface at time tDP

j +(i−1)·Bj ·Tw
D/A

and sends an AWAKE frame to its previous-hop node vi−1 via
its Wi-Fi interface to announce that it is awake and ready for
data transmission, as illustrated in Fig. 6a. Once node vi−1

receives the AWAKE frame, it forwards the data packets to
node vi. Particularly, each data packet has a MORE bit, which
is set to 1 when there is no more data packets to transmit.
Once node vi has received a data packet with the MORE bit
set to 1, it waits for the AWAKE frame from its next-hop node
vi+1 to forward the received data packets. When node vi has
completed the data transmission along the passing flows, it
goes to sleep. This process continues until the data packets
reach the destination node vn.

Although activation process starts before data delivery, it is
likely in some extreme cases that activation frame may arrive
at node vi+1 after its intended time (i.e., tDP

j +i·Bj ·Tw
D/A) for

data delivery over DP, as showed in Fig. 6b. In this case, node
vi can simply keep awake until it receives an AWAKE frame
from node vi+1, after it has finished the data transmission with
node vi−1. Once node vi+1 receives the activation frame, it
wakes up immediately to send an AWAKE frame and then
retrieve the data packets from node vi.

Note that it has been found via our evaluations that such
case occurs rarely due to the following reason. Moreover, in
our system, activation frames are allowed to be forwarded
from one node to the next without being ACKed, though
the transmission of ACK is designed for reliability purposes.

vi

vi+1

...

w
Bj�TD/A

AWAKE

DATA

...

Activation 

Frame

ACK

time

Scheduled 
wakeup time

(a) Case I: Activation frame arriving before DP

vi

vi+1

...

w
Bj�TD/A

AWAKE

DATA

...

Activation 

Frame

ACK

Extended wakeup

time

Scheduled 
wakeup time

(b) Case II: Activation frame arriving after DP

Fig. 6: Data transmission scheduling over DP

Therefore, an activation frame could be many hops ahead of
the node that is currently transmitting ACK, which indicates
that the actual speed of activation processes in practice could
be much faster than our design expects.

C. Flow-wide Pipeline Scheduling

Since N̄i,i+1|j is allocated by the destination node based
on flow-wide information, it may need to be reallocated to
optimize the system performance when network condition
changes. In DIPS, such a flow-wide pipeline scheduling is
conducted once a DP is completed on flow fj , when the desti-
nation node runs Alg. 1 using the information (i.e., ZigBee link
quality pi−1,i|j , conflict rate ĉzi|j and extra contention delay
d̂i,i+1|j) piggybacked by each node vi in activation frames.

1) Scheduling DP Contention Window: For any flow fj ,
the destination node records a certain number (e.g., 100 in this
paper) of the most recent time difference between the arrival
of the first data packet over a DP and its expected deadline. Let
∆meet and ∆miss be the sum of the time difference recorded
when the first data packet meets and misses its deadline,
respectively. Then, the DP contention window is calibrated
as mj = mmax

j · (1 + ∆miss

∆meet+∆miss
) in Line 3. On one hand,

when the number of packets that miss their deadlines becomes
larger, the DP contention window is increased. On the other
hand, since 0 6 ∆miss

∆meet+∆miss
6 1, mj is always no less than

mmax
j so as to ensure high delay meet ratio.
2) Scheduling Expected EXT: To make use of the guidelines

given by Eq. (9) for scheduling expected EXT N̄i,i+1|j in
practice, we shall consider the actual bound of Ni,i+1|j defined
by Eq. (10): Ni,i+1|j = 1 (i.e., the minimum value of Ni,i+1|j
with wi,i+1|j = 1, indicating using Wi-Fi only) and Ni,i+1|j =

1
pi,i+1|jΩ

z
i,i+1|j

(i.e., the maximum value of Ni,i+1|j with
wi,i+1|j = ∞, indicating using ZigBee only). For the whole
flow, we have

∑nj−1
i=0 Ni,i+1|j 6

∑nj−1
i=0

1
pi,i+1|jΩ

z
i,i+1|j

=

Nmax
j , where Nmax

j is the maximum total number of EXTs
on flow fj in Line 4. It is likely that Nmax

j 6 Nopt
j in
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Algorithm 1 Flow-wide pipeline scheduling on flow fj

1: Let Vj = fj −{vnj}, where vnj is the destination node of flow
fj

2: Let N̄new
i,i+1|j and mnew

j be the new value of N̄i,i+1|j and mj ,
respectively

3: Compute mnew
j = mmax

j · (1 + ∆miss
∆meet+∆miss

)

4: Compute Nmax
j =

∑nj−1

i=0
1

pi,i+1|jΩ
z
i,i+1|j

5: /* All nodes can use ZigBee only */
6: if Nmax

j 6 Nopt
j then

7: Set N̄new
i,i+1|j = 1

pi,i+1|jΩ
z
i,i+1|j

for all vi ∈ Vj

8: /* Some nodes need to use Wi-Fi interface */
9: else

10: repeat
11: DONE = true
12: for all vi ∈ Vj do
13: Set N̄new

i,i+1|j = Nopt
j · ηi,i+1|j∑nj−1

k=0
ηk,k+1|j

14: if N̄new
i,i+1|j 6 1 then

15: Reset N̄new
i,i+1|j = 1

16: Nopt
j = Nopt

j − N̄new
i,i+1|j

17: Vj = Vj − {vi} and DONE = false
18: end if
19: if N̄new

i,i+1|j ≥ 1
pi,i+1|jΩ

z
i,i+1|j

then

20: Reset N̄new
i,i+1|j = 1

pi,i+1|jΩ
z
i,i+1|j

21: Nopt
j = Nopt

j − N̄new
i,i+1|j

22: Vj = Vj − {vi} and DONE = false
23: end if
24: end for
25: until DONE
26: end if

27: if

√∑nj−1

i=0 (N̄new
i,i+1|j−N̄i,i+1|j)2

nj
> θ ·

∑nj−1

i=0 N̄i,i+1|j
nj

then
28: Adjust N̄i,i+1|j and mj to N̄new

i,i+1|j and mnew
j , respectively

29: end if

Line 6, in which case all nodes are simply allowed to use their
ZigBee interfaces only in order to optimize the performance.
Otherwise, some nodes on flow fj need to leverage their Wi-Fi
interfaces so as to render the resulting value of

∑nj−1
i=0 Ni,i+1|j

to approach Nopt
j for optimized performance.

During the allocation of Nopt
j to each link (vi, vi+1) in

Line 10–25, there are two special cases: (i) the newly allocated
value of N̄i,i+1|j (i.e., N̄new

i,i+1|j) is smaller than the minimum
value of Ni,i+1|j in Line 14, and (ii) N̄new

i,i+1|j is larger than
the maximum value of Ni,i+1|j in Line 19. In these two
cases, we simply allocate the link with the minimum and the
maximum value of Ni,i+1|j , respectively. Then, link (vi, vi+1)
is done with the allocation and node vi is removed from Vj .
Otherwise, the guideline specified in Eq. (9) is used to allocate
N̄new

i,i+1|j in Line 13. The above allocation is repeated, until no
node in Vj encounters the above two cases in Line 25.

Besides, we define a metric to measure the difference
between the current and the new expected EXT in Line 27.
If the difference is greater than a certain ratio of θ, a flow-
wide adjustment is performed. Otherwise, no adjustment is
conducted to avoid unnecessary adjustments. Here, θ is a
system parameter, called flow adjusting threshold, to control
the sensitivity of flow-wide scheduling to the variation of
network conditions.

3) Backward Notification: To notify each node on the flow
of N̄new

i,i+1|j and mnew
j , the destination node sends a NOTIFY

frame backwards over AP by leveraging the unused pair of
aligned rx-slot (at node vi) and tx-slot (at node vi−1). The
transmission of NOTIFY frame is similar to that of activation
frame, expect that it takes at least one AP interval time
per hop. Moreover, in order not to interfere with normal
data transmission, each node vi does not update its schedule
immediately after it has received the NOTIFY frame. Instead,
the source node v0 indicates the execution of the new schedule
in the data packets. Once each node vi on the flow has
completed the data delivery over the current DP, it can then
safely update its schedule. Note that pipelining backoff bj is
computed by the source node using Eq. (4).

D. Practical Issues

1) Estimating ZigBee Link Quality: To estimate the ZigBee
link quality between two neighboring nodes, each node period-
ically (e.g., several AP intervals) sends a PROBE frame to its
next-hop node in tx-slots via the ZigBee interface. Specifically,
node vi+1 knows how many PROBE frames its previous node
vi should send in a given time window π (e.g., 2 mins in
this paper). ZigBee link quality pi,i+1 can be estimated by
node vi+1 as the number of PROBE frames received by
node vi+1 divided by the expected number of PROBE frames
sent by node vi during π. Besides, some techniques, such as
exponential moving average [12], are used to further improve
the estimation accuracy.

2) Synchronizing Time & Supporting Broadcast: Similar
to the standard PSM, time synchronization can be achieved
through periodic beacon exchanges via ZigBee and/or Wi-Fi
interface. Moreover, the periodic beacon frames can also be
leveraged to wake up neighboring nodes, which provides an
opportunity for message broadcast. Note that in case the slots
for beacon exchanges overlap with the tx- or rx-slots used by
our scheme, we can simply defer the affected slots by one slot.

3) Handling Collided Activations: In some extreme cases,
the schedule of one flow may completely overlap with that of
the other. When activation frames on these two flows happen
to arrive at the intersection node at the same slot on ZigBee
channel, they may always get lost due to collisions. If such
collisions occur, ZigBee link quality drops rapidly and thus
causes schedule changes (i.e., decreasing w-interval), which
can mitigate the conflicts. Further, it is worth pointing out
that if such collisions occur on Wi-Fi channel, the impact is
insignificant, as one wake-up slot is long enough for the Wi-
Fi interface to resolve the collisions following the underlying
802.11 MAC protocols.

VI. SIMULATION

To evaluate the system performance, we conduct extensive
simulations on ns-3.28, where two performance metrics (i.e.,
network energy consumption and delay meet ratio) are mea-
sured. Note that delay meet ratio should be no greater than
packet delivery ratio (which is a commonly-used performance
metric for multi-hop communications). Hence, delay meet
ratio not only reflects the degree to which the end-to-end delay
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requirements are satisfied, but also provides a referrible lower
bound for the corresponding packet delivery ratio. As shown in
Table III, the energy consumed by Wi-Fi and ZigBee interfaces
is measured according to the specifications of SX-SDWAG
Wi-Fi module [27] and ZigBee CC2530 RF transceiver [28],
respectively. The data packet size is fixed at 512 bytes [1].
The required end-to-end delay bound of flow fj is specified
as nj × DHop, where nj is the number of links on flow fj
and DHop is called per-hop delay bound.

TABLE III: DEFAULT SETTINGS OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Wi-Fi channel bit rate 54 Mbps ZigBee channel bit rate 250 Kbps
Wi-Fi transmission 1.152 Watt ZigBee transmission 0.087 Watt
Wi-Fi reception 0.561 Watt ZigBee reception 0.072 Watt
Wi-Fi idle listening 0.462 Watt ZigBee idle listening 0.019 Watt
Wake-up slot 20 ms ZigBee link quality (p) 0.7
Data packet size 512 bytes Packet arrival rate λ 5 pkt/s
AP Interval 300 ms Per-hop delay bound 300 ms

In the simulation, 100 nodes are randomly distributed in
a 1000 m × 1000 m area, where 6 flows of 10 to 20 hops
are randomly generated. IEEE 802.11g is used for Wi-Fi and
the range of both Wi-Fi and ZigBee interfaces are 100 m.
The data traffic is generated by the source nodes, based on
the source traffic model for wireless applications proposed
in [29]. The traffic generation is controlled by the average
packet arrival rate λ. The ZigBee link quality of each link is
randomly chosen between p−0.2 and p+0.2 every certain time
interval following an Exponential distribution with the mean
of 1 min [30], where p is the average ZigBee link quality.

A. Study on System Parameters

To study how system parameters affect the system, we
evaluate the system performance by varying one parameter
while fixing the other. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

1) Adjustable Window Ratio δ: δ is used to control the size
of the adjustable window, in which w-interval is allowed to be
adjusted locally. From Fig. 7a, we can observe that the energy
consumption is at the minimum when δ = 0.12 in different
scenarios. After we investigated the detailed simulation results,
the reasons are found to be as follows.

• When δ becomes small, not only the adjustable window
but also the optimal zone (which is located in the center of
the adjustable window and half of its length) gets small.
In this case, the actual EXT (which is desired to vary
within the optimal zone) may easily move out of the op-
timal zone due to network dynamics, triggering frequent
local adjustments of w-interval and thus incurring lots of
energy overheads.

• When δ becomes large, the adjustable window and the
optimal zone get large simultaneously. As a result, the
optimal zone (in which the actual EXT varies) is far
from the rightmost side of the adjustable window (which
corresponds to the expected EXT that is normally fixed).
This can indirectly lower the actual EXT and thus results
in smaller w-interval, which eventually causes more fre-
quent use of Wi-Fi interface and lower energy efficiency.

2) Flow Adjusting Threshold θ: θ is designed to control
the sensitivity of flow-wide pipeline scheduling. Similarly, the
energy consumption first decreases and then increases as θ
becomes larger, as plotted in Fig. 7b. The minimum energy
consumption occurs when θ = 0.08. Particularly, when θ
is small, the flow-wide scheduling is conducted frequently,
thus consuming lots of energy in transmitting relevant control
frames; when θ is large, the flow-wide scheduling cannot be
conducted in time to minimize energy consumption.

Also, we measured the delay meet ratio as the above system
parameters vary. The resulting delay meet ratio is insensitive
to the change of these two parameters and stays above 0.965,
due to the effectiveness of local adjustment of w-interval.

From the above, we can see that the system parameters
θ and δ shall be properly set in order to obtain low energy
consumption given a certain system setting. However, as the
impact of these parameters on system performance is not
significant, we leave the study of how to dynamically choose
their optimal values under various scenarios in our future work.
For the follow-up simulations and experiments, we choose
δ = 0.12 and θ = 0.08 by default.

B. Study on System Performance
With the above chosen settings, we study the system per-

formance with different settings.
1) ZigBee Link Quality: In our system, ZigBee link quality

not only reflects the success rate of ZigBee communications
but also determines the usage frequency of Wi-Fi interface.
From Fig. 8a, we can see that as ZigBee link quality goes up
the network energy consumption decreases significantly, due
to less frequent use of high-power Wi-Fi interface for pipeline
activation. This demonstrates the advantage of utilizing ZigBee
interface for pipeline activation. In contrast, as shown in
Fig. 8b, the delay meet ratio drops insignificantly as ZigBee
link quality decreases, since high-power Wi-Fi is leveraged
to assist activation process in order to ensure end-to-end
delay requirements. Moreover, to reveal the detailed delay
performance of our system, we plot the CDF of the normalized
end-to-end delay with the default settings in Fig. 8c, where
normalized end-to-end delay is defined as the end-to-end delay
measured at all destination nodes divided by the corresponding
end-to-end delay bound. From the results, we can observe
that the CDF values of the normalized end-to-end delay under
different ZigBee link qualities are very similar, which indicates
the effectiveness and the responsiveness of DIPS in switching
between Wi-Fi and ZigBee interfaces in order to sustain the
desired delay performance.

2) AP Interval: In Fig. 9, we plot the energy consumption
of Wi-Fi/ZigBee interface and the delay meet ratio with
varying AP interval, from which we can observe a tradeoff
between energy and delay, i.e., longer AP interval results
in lower energy consumption but smaller delay meet ratio.
This is because with longer AP interval all nodes wake up
less frequently but at the same time fewer transmissions of
activation frame are allowed across the flow. From Fig. 9a, we
can see that the energy consumption of the ZigBee interface
in our system is 74.1% to 83.3% lower than that of the Wi-
Fi interface, which demonstrates the energy-saving advantage
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Fig. 7: Performance under different system parameters
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Fig. 8: Performance under different ZigBee link qualities

of ZigBee interface over the Wi-Fi interface. Particularly, by
taking advantage of the pipelining technique, DIPS can still
achieve a delay meet ratio as high as 0.977 with the AP interval
of 400 ms, which is even greater than the required per-hop
delay bound DHop (i.e., 300 ms), as shown in Fig. 9b.

3) Link Transmission Share: Link transmission share
ηi,i+1|j is defined for allocating expected EXT to each link
(vi, vi+1) on flow fj in Eq. (9). In our simulation, we compare
DIPS (choosing ηi,i+1|j = [(1 − pi,i+1|j)Ωi,i+1|j ]

−1/2) with
three other naive schemes, i.e., Naive-1, Naive-2 and Naive-3,
which use ηi,i+1|j of [(1−pi,i+1|j)Ωi,i+1|j ]

−1, p−1
i,i+1|j and 1,

respectively. From the results shown in Fig. 10, we can see that
DIPS outperforms the other three naive schemes in terms of
both energy efficiency and delay meet ratio. Specifically, the
energy efficiency of Naive-1 is slightly lower that of DIPS,
as it produces an EXT allocation pattern that is closest to
DIPS. Naive-2 allocates the link of lower ZigBee link quality
with larger expected EXT and thus longer w-interval, which
is opposed to DIPS’s idea of choosing shorter w-interval
to increase the wake-up frequency of Wi-Fi interface when
ZigBee link quality gets lower. Moreover, too frequent use
of ZigBee interface with low link quality can lead to long
delay and thereby decreases the delay meet ratio. Thus, Naive-
2 delivers the worst performance. Besides, Naive-3 yields a fair
share of expected EXT among all links without considering

ZigBee link quality and inter-flow conflicts, thus failing to
optimize the system performance.

C. Comparison

We compare DIPS with PSM and MH-PSM [1]. MH-
PSM is a state-of-the-art pipeline-based scheme built on top
of PSM. It allows ATIM frame and thus data packets to
travel multiple hops in a single beacon interval (BI) so as to
reduce energy consumption and end-to-end delay. Besides, for
fairness purpose, the BI of PSM is set to the maximum value
(i.e., Dhop) such that the end-to-end delay bound is satisfied.

1) Varying Per-hop Delay Bound: The results plotted in
Fig. 11a show that DIPS outperforms the other two schemes
in terms of energy efficiency, especially when the required per-
hop delay bound becomes larger (thus Wi-Fi interface is used
less frequently). This is because both schemes suffer from the
unnecessary wake-ups for ATIM exchanges even when there
is no incoming traffic, which is the major shortcoming that
exists inherently in single-interface-based approaches. Since
MH-PSM is a best-effort scheme with minimal end-to-end
delay, its energy consumption does not react to the change
of per-hop delay bound. Although the delay meet ratio of
MH-PSM is slightly higher than that of DIPS as shown in
Fig. 11b, it consumes much more energy. Moreover, we note
that when the BI of PSM (i.e., DHop) is greater than the inter-
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Fig. 10: Performance under different link transmission shares

packet arrival time (i.e., 200 ms), PSM nodes need to wake
up almost every BI, consuming a large amount of energy.

2) Varying Packet Arrival Rate: From Fig. 11c, we can see
that the energy consumption of all three schemes increases as
packet arrival rate drops, because fewer data packets can be
buffered for each DP, which leads to more energy costs per
packet. Due to the adaptability to traffic changes, DIPS can
deliver much higher energy efficiency, especially in low traffic
scenarios. As for delay meet ratio shown in Fig. 11d, MH-
PSM outperforms the other two schemes, since it transmits
data packets without buffering and thus yields the shortest
end-to-end delay. Nevertheless, DIPS can still achieve a delay
meet ratio above 0.979 when the packet arrival rate is 10 pkt/s.
The delay meet ratio of PSM dramatically drops when packet
arrival rate becomes high. This is because PSM cannot adapt
to high traffic scenarios, where the delay caused by intensive
contentions gets accumulated hop by hop and eventually leads
to the violation of end-to-end delay requirements.

3) Conclusions: With the default settings, MH-PSM re-
duces the energy consumption of PSM by 51.4% due to the
adoption of single-interface single-pipeline technique, while
DIPS can further lower the energy consumption of MH-PSM
by 92.8% through the introduction of an additional activation
pipeline controlled by the additional ZigBee interface (i.e.,
dual-interface dual-pipeline technique). In sum, with the de-

fault settings, DIPS can achieve a delay meet ratio of 0.983,
and its energy consumption is 96.5% and 92.8% lower than
that of PSM and MH-PSM, respectively.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

As a proof of concept, we implemented a prototype of our
proposed DIPS system in a testbed network of ten IoT devices.
Each IoT device consists of a BeagleBone Green Wireless
device [31], a Digi XBee S1 Dongle [32] and an Edimax N150
Wi-Fi adapter [33]. Although the BeagleBone Green device
has an on-board Wi-Fi chip, its ad hoc function has been
disabled in the shipped kernel. Therefore, the external Wi-
Fi adapter is added to enable ad hoc Wi-Fi communications.
The device software is developed using JAVA to leverage the
XBee’s JAVA library support. On system start, the Wi-Fi and
ZigBee radios are configured to operate on channel 3 and
20, respectively. The purpose is to reduce the uncontrollable
interference from surrounding environments (Wi-Fi channel 1,
6, and 11) and the system itself. The prototype IoT devices
form up a network as shown in Fig. 12b and three data flows
are pre-configured in the network. Unless otherwise specified,
the experiments use the same default settings as the simulation.
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Fig. 11: Comparison with other schemes
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Fig. 13: System performance

A. Performance Study

To study the impact of interference on our proposed system,
we introduced an interference node, which generates valid
activation frames on ZigBee and data packets on Wi-Fi at
certain intervals to create channel contentions on purpose.
Such additional activation traffic can not only intensify the
inter-flow contentions/conflicts that inherently exist inside our
system, but also emulate the potential background interference
from the outside of the system. In particular, the packet
generation intervals for creating high, mid and low interference

levels are 0.1 s, 0.3 s and 1 s, respectively.
1) Network Energy Consumption: From Fig. 13a, it can be

seen that with the decrease of interference level, the energy
overheads per packet drop due to less (more) usage of Wi-
Fi (ZigBee) for transmitting activation frames. Besides, as the
packet arrival rate becomes larger, the energy efficiency of
DIPS gets higher, due to pipelined data delivery and usage of
ZigBee on transmitting activation frames. These results show a
similar trend as we observe from Fig 8a in the simulation. This
is because the decrease (increase) of interference level and the
increase (decrease) of ZigBee link quality can equivalently
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increase (decrease) the success probability of activation frame
transmission in our system.

2) Delay Meet Ratio: To compare with the simulation
results plotted in Fig. 8c, we also recorded the CDF of the
normalized end-to-end delay at all destination nodes. Fig. 13b
shows the results collected from the destination nodes of flow
1 and 2, which are the two flows of equal length and thus have
the equal end-to-end delay bound of 1.8 s in our experiments.
Particularly, any packet received with a normalized end-to-end
delay greater than 1 (corresponding to the dotted vertical line)
has a delay larger than 1.8 s and thus fails to meet its end-to-
end delay bound. From the results, we can see that the CDF of
normalized end-to-end delay under different interference levels
(equivalently corresponding to different ZigBee link qualities)
are very similar, which is consistent with the simulation results
plotted in Fig. 8c. This is because more energy are sacrificed
(through using Wi-Fi interface more frequently) to ensure end-
to-end delay performance when the interference level is high.

B. Trace Study

To illustrate how DIPS uses Wi-Fi and ZigBee interfaces
to optimize energy efficiency in detail, we plot in Fig. 14a
the traces of the estimated ZigBee channel opportunity (i.e.,
Ωz

i,i+1 defined in Eq. (10)), which essentially reflects the
probability that ZigBee channel is available for transmitting
activation frame from one node to another. Optimally, ZigBee
(Wi-Fi) interface should be utilized more (less) frequently
as ZigBee channel opportunity becomes higher, in order to
minimize energy consumption. Besides, the number of Wi-Fi
and ZigBee usages on transmitting activation frames with the
varying interference levels were also recoded and plotted in
Fig. 14b. The results are obtained from the observer node “T”
in Fig. 12b, which delivers data for three flows and is close
to the interference node.
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Fig. 14: Trace of Wi-Fi and ZigBee usage with varying
interference when DHop = 0.3 s and λ = 5 pkt/s

In the experiment, the interference is generated at the low
level at first, then increased to the high level after time 150 s;
after being kept high for 120 s, it is tuned down to the low
level again at time 270 s. Combining Fig. 14a and 14b, we can
see that at about the same time when interference is increased
(at time 150 s), the observed ZigBee channel opportunity starts
dropping due to increased inter-flow contentions/conflicts and
interference; correspondingly, the usage of Wi-Fi increases
while that of ZigBee decreases. At about time 270 s, the
ZigBee channel opportunity increases with the decrease of
interference, and so does the usage of ZigBee. This trace well
demonstrates how DIPS can work adaptively under varying
interference levels by switching between Wi-Fi and ZigBee
interfaces, while achieving high energy efficiency and desired
end-to-end delay.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Towards enabling Wi-Fi for multi-hop communications in
IoT, this paper proposes a dual-interface dual-pipeline schedul-
ing scheme. The core idea is to leverage low-power ZigBee
interface to construct pipelines to activate and schedule high-
power Wi-Fi interface for fast pipelined data delivery. Exten-
sive simulations and prototype experiments have verified the
performance advantages of the proposed DIPS scheme.

To apply DIPS to a wider range of IoT applications, we plan
to conduct further study to improve the adaptability and the
reliability of our proposed schemes. For example, (i) how to
adjust AP interval to allow our system to automatically adapt
to IoT applications with varying delay requirements while
retaining high energy efficiency, and (ii) how to schedule EXT
in order to achieve a fair utilization of different IoT devices
and thus improve the sustainability of flow/network would be
interesting future directions.
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